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About This Game

Presentation

Threads of Destiny is an RPG developed by Warfare Studios, the team already behind Vagrant Hearts, Ashes of Immortality,
Valiant: Resurrection and Midnight's Blessing.

Plot

A young girl has the ability to completely heal anyone with a simple touch.
Follow Illya and her two brothers on a quest to understand the gift she's been given.

Best-selling games by Warfare Studios

http://store.steampowered.com/app/368250
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http://store.steampowered.com/app/370640
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The 'game' runs like crap, even on low settings. But that's not the worst part of the 'game'. The worst thing is: there is
NOTHING to do. The graphics are great (what do you expect from CryEngine?) but that is all positive there is to say about this
'game'.

Uninstalled it after 10 minutes.. Whoever came up with the idea of Touhou as a fighting game should be given as a medal
because every Touhou fighter has been incredibly fun to play.. Great little game you made! A shame though it is unplayable
with an azerty keyboard :\/ Please add customizable controls!. Another great moment playing a Double Fine productions. They
nailed it with this first VR game. The Psychonauts universe really made sense for this trip into people's mind. You will find all
the details that made the first game so exciting: the powers, the humor, the smart ideas, some puzzles and a great music. There is
a real story connected to the first game. It is actually nice that you don't really have to move in the environment but just enter
minds.
If you liked Psychonauts, don't hesitate and join Raz and the team for this great adventure.. The physics of this game are
atrocious. This alone wouldn't usually be that bad. However, tons of puzzles require precise jumps and such, which just makes
me miserable.

The jumping puzzles have been removed. Very happy with this change!. Almost didn't buy because of the negative reviews, but
(except for one regarding bass) they are all old and due to a temporary issue that occurred when this pack was first released.
Runs fine, great songs.. Another wonderful Ebi-Hime yuri game. It\u2019s getting to be a habit :) This one is about food. Well,
not really, but kind\u2019a. No, it\u2019s about a little demon girl from hell threatening to reap your soul if you don\u2019t
feed her\u2026 So, you feed her, or this is one short game, lemme tell ya\u2019. -Of course, the demon turns out to be quite
lovely and enchanting (as long as you feed her!). It\u2019s a lovely journey through some of Japan\u2019s most well-known
dishes, along with images and descriptions thereof (yes, you will raid your cupboards, pantries and fridges more than once
during this game). And it\u2019s quite a long game too, at least if you want to explore all the roads and avenues our main
characters can travel. Lovely game, long game, highly recommended, and now I\u2019m hungry again\u2026. This is a stand
alone platform, you can pre-plan your pen and paper encounters, load it with all sorts of open content straight from the net
(portraits, enemies states, sounds effects environmental ambiance and custom background maps if you know where to look on
the net) plus this is included with the base roll out but i like getting different ports for all the NPCs and enemies tokens. Would
like to see someone put together a forum for the people that have this so we can broaden the user interaction... also i preferer
discord but any VoIP will make this a complete tool for remote pen and paper campaigning.. Such a heartbreaking story.. but
the messages here are so strong.
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This is a really fun game i've play long times with me pals and besides some issues that are my computers fault not the game, i
have a great time 25\/10. Local man sucks at rhythm games, loves them regardless.. Haven't played very far in-depth. As other
reviewers have mentioned, the controls are a little clunky (using the touchpad instead of pointing at things on a menu), I was a
bit annoyed during my first playthrough when I had to complete the tutorial twice--once on each hand. Couldn't figure out how
to get the telescope working (If it works?), but the sky was pretty nevertheless. I especially liked being able to walk across the
surface of Venus. So cool!

As the game is now, it's very barebones and I wouldn't recommend it, but I think as the development team keeps working on it,
it could make for an incredible experience.. Retro 50's B-class scifi-movie look&feel in an interesting view on tower defense
genre.
Weird and fun :)
. I'm sorry, but right now I just can't recommend this game in good conscience, not as a standalone purchase anyway...if you can
find it in a bundle or REALLY cheap then by all means get it (it's actually a pretty interesting headf**k game) but I'd strongly
suggest you hold off until it gets a bit more fleshed out...that and replace that annoying VO crap...the dev should go and enlist
someone from YouTube like Swoozie, Minxy/Jinxy, boogie2988 or charlieissocoollike to do a proper VO.... vary good game.
gta in steroids
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